Congratulations MPAA and the Cast and Crew of “Peter Pan Jr!”
Thanks for a great show!

See us for all of your medical, surgical, and vision eye care needs!

Richard Bernheimer, MD  |  Paul Keown, MD
Jay Chapman, MD  |  Adam Rasky, MD

Oregon/Metropolitan Performing Arts Academy is a non-profit 501(c)3 and does not discriminate on the basis of race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin, marital status, sexual orientation, age, disability, or other criteria protected by law.

MPAA BOARD MEMBERS
Eftihia Triol — President
Erika Caudle — Secretary
Kimberly Stromberg — Treasurer

Sponsorship & Donation Information
Angela Matteo — amatteo@metropaa.org

505 NE 87th Avenue, Suite 100
Vancouver, WA 98664
Ph: (360) 904-6781
www.ECSOV.com

PRODUCTION TEAM
PRODUCED BY: Noah Scott and the Metropolitan Performing Arts Academy Board of Directors
DIRECTED BY: Noah Scott
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: Rebecca Chelson
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS: Taylor Miller, Spencer Mirabal
CHOREOGRAPHY: Tod Alan, Noah Scott, Shannon Jung
CAMP COUNSELORS: Hannah Nystrom, Taylor Miller, Spencer Mirabal, Shannon Jung
STAGE MANAGER: Lauren Abbott
STAGE HANDS: Jack Westby, Hannah Nystrom, Shannon Jung
HAIR & MAKEUP: Hannah Nystrom, Elizabeth Babilon, Carol Babilon, Haley VanNortwick
COSTUMES: Carol Babilon, Noah Scott, Laurie Duff, Peggy Moxley
SET DESIGN: Noah Scott, Mike Jung
PROPS: Erika Caudle
SET CONSTRUCTION: Mike Jung, Grant Caudle, Jack Westby, Fran Whitmeyer, Lauren Newey
SOUND: Rebecca Chelson
LIGHTING: Sean Kelly

Ages 7 to 13
Classes held Wednesdays and Fridays 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Tentative Performance Date: Friday, January 29, 2015

Classes begin October 8th
Show rehearsals begin in December, more information coming soon on our website:
www.metropaa.org

New Workshop this Fall!

Winnie the Pooh
KIDS

PRODUCED BY: Noah Scott and the Metropolitan Performing Arts Academy Board of Directors
DIRECTED BY: Noah Scott
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: Rebecca Chelson
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS: Taylor Miller, Spencer Mirabal
CHOREOGRAPHY: Tod Alan, Noah Scott, Shannon Jung
CAMP COUNSELORS: Hannah Nystrom, Taylor Miller, Spencer Mirabal, Shannon Jung
STAGE MANAGER: Lauren Abbott
STAGE HANDS: Jack Westby, Hannah Nystrom, Shannon Jung
HAIR & MAKEUP: Hannah Nystrom, Elizabeth Babilon, Carol Babilon, Haley VanNortwick
COSTUMES: Carol Babilon, Noah Scott, Laurie Duff, Peggy Moxley
SET DESIGN: Noah Scott, Mike Jung
PROPS: Erika Caudle
SET CONSTRUCTION: Mike Jung, Grant Caudle, Jack Westby, Fran Whitmeyer, Lauren Newey
SOUND: Rebecca Chelson
LIGHTING: Sean Kelly

Ages 7 to 13
Classes held Wednesdays and Fridays 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Tentative Performance Date: Friday, January 29, 2015

Classes begin October 8th
Show rehearsals begin in December, more information coming soon on our website:
www.metropaa.org

New Workshop this Fall!
CAST OF CHARACTERS

PETER PAN.............................................................Owen Gebhard
CAPTAIN HOOK......................................................Jason Bernheimer
WENDY DARLING....................................................Rachael Babilon
TINKERBELL............................................................Elle Caudle
JOHN DARLING.......................................................Jordan Westby
MICHAEL DARLING..................................................Abigail Hembree
NANA.................................................................Natalie Stromberg
MR. DARLING.........................................................Alexei Kendall-Bray
MRS. DARLING........................................................Hailey Parkison
SMEE...................................................................Rylee Petersen
TIGER LILY...............................................................Maria Matteo
CROCODILE..............................................................Savannah Falkner
THE FAIRIES..........................................................Audrey Haney, Katie Kerr, Nora VanRees, Kirstin Walla, Kira Black, Molly Jung
THE LOST BOYS.....................................................Chloe Armes, Sebastian Hauskins, Mardee Willman, Maddison Gebhard, Emelia Plante, Jessica Sorters
THE PIRATES..........................................................Alexander Goff, Cecilia Fox-Middleton, Elizabeth Brown, Savannah Falkner, Lily Ray, Payton Roberts, Holland Hauskins, Charlee Grinstead, Maya Vora, Molly Kerr, Isabelle Goff, Noa Upfeld, Emma Toman
INDIAN TRIBE..........................................................Alexie Kendall-Bray, Natalie Stromberg, Kelly Jung, Melissa Matteo, Hailey Parkison, Kaitlyn Wilder, True Ware, Charlee Grinstead, Savannah Falkner, Holland Hauskins
MERMAIDS.............................................................Kaitlyn Wilder, Kelly Jung, Melissa Matteo, Hailey Parkison, Lily Ray

ACT ONE

THE DARLING NURSERY
“Fly To Your Heart”..................................................Tinker Bell and Fairies
“The Elegant Captain Hook”.....................................Darling Children
“The Second Star to the Right”..................................Wendy and Fairies
“You Can Fly/ Fly to Your Heart” Reprise..............Peter, Darling Children, Tinker Bell and Ensemble

THE PIRATE SHIP
“Yo Ho, A Pirate’s Life for Me”...............................Pirates
“Never Smile at a Crocodile”....................................Captain Hook and Pirates

THE FOREST
“You Can Fly” Reprise ..............................................Darling Children
“Following the Leader”.........................................John, Michael, Lost Boys and Indians

THE MERMAID LAGOON
“Sunbeams and Sea”...............................................Mermaids

ACT TWO

THE INDIAN CAMP
“What Makes The Brave Man Brave”......................Tiger Lily and The Indians

HOOK’S CABIN

THE LOST BOYS’ SECRET HIDEOUT
“Our Mother and Mine”.................................Wendy, Lost Boys and Pirates

THE PIRATE SHIP
“Walk the Plank”..................................................Captain Hook and Pirates

THE DARLING NURSERY
“You Can Fly,” Reprise 2......................................Darling Children
“You Can Fly/ Fly to Your Heart” Reprise 2...........Full Company

FINAL BOWS